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THREI INCREDIBLE 
INTENSE 

Run, shoot and drive 
your way through^ 
all three Die Hard* 

explosive epic. M 



ADVENTURES. 
GAME. 

With three different 
game types and over 
45 high impact levels, 
all you need to do is 
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THE RUMOURS ARE TRUE... 

INTRODUCING THE 
PANZER DRAGOON RPG! 
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has the exclusive... of course. Check out this brutal, strategic blasting 
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ATLANTIS: THE LOST TALES 
Rendered adventures always seem to lack a certain level of interactivity... Cryo's Atlantis: The Lost Tales promises to take the genre 
into a new dimension! Of sorts... 

Cryo's reputation for rendered artwork is well justified 
but Atlantis is surely their greatest work to date... 
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ZAP! SNOWBOARDING TRIX 
One of the recent PlayStation blockbusters has been a snowboarding title by the name of Cool Boarders... Jumping on the bandwagon 
we have Pony Canyon with their Saturn-based effort, Zap! Snowboarding Trix. 
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SHINING THE HOLY ARK 
In Japan the Saturn is the machine of choice for role-playing adventure games. The Far East natives absolutely love these huge 
quest-style games... Enter Shining the Holy Ark! 
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THE CROW: CITY OF ANGELS 
After the recent deluge of movie licence games to appear from Acclaim, the latest is The Crow: City of Angels which may cause a 
sensation by not being terrible. It looks like being quite good fun actually... 
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Once again the Q*A bandwagon rolls into town. The objective is this page is 
simple. You ask us any old question about the zany world of the Sega Saturn 
and we'll endeavour to answer it. Our editor, Rich "Brainiac" Leadbetter tem¬ 
porarily halts his plans to rule the universe in order to answer some queries, 
whilst Sega Europe overfiend Mark Maslowicz fills in the gaps - meaning that 
you get DEFINITIVE answers to your most testing queries. Write with your most 
demanding questions to: Megalomaniacal 0*A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-39 
Millharbour, Isle of Dogs, London EI4 9TX. Please be interesting, especially with 
your intros before you start your questioning. 
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MACHINES 

SMALL BUT FORMED... 
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DEEPER AND DOWN 

NIGHTMARE CREATURES 
Tnp T>T gothic horror 
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This month, every single issue of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE comes packed with a lovely Saturn-ready CD packed to the gills with preview mate¬ 
rials of some of the hottest games! We are dedicated to bringing you the very greatest CDs on the market with the best games. Want to 
know something else? Well due to popular demand, we're going to he upping the amount of CDs we produce. So for a small price you're going 
to be able to sample the very best Sega Saturn titles as well as read about them in the world's finest Saturn magi How's that for service? 

ON THE CD 





After the positive response generated by last month's brand spanking new Big in Japan section, we're once again plunging into the 
weird and wonderful world of Saturn import titles. Dedicated SNK fighting fans are in for a real treat this issue as we present our first 
in depth look at the 2D beat 'em up extravaganza that is King of Fighters '96! 

KING OF FIGHTERS '96 
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ISATURN BOMBERMAN 
If the party games you play usually involve copious amounts of alcohol, a Mars bar and a jar or two of Vaseline, Hudson Soft's Saturn 
Bomberman probably isn't for you. On the other hand if you're looking for a top multi-player game, step this way... 
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CRYPT KILLER 
Crypt Killer is an arcade shoot 'em up which is guaranteed to pull in a crowd at a pub. Whether this is down to the game itself or the 
intoxicating beverages being consumed on the premises is debatable. 
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I FIFA '97 
I know what you're thinking, punk, you're thinking, is there any point releasing any football simulations for the Saturn with the 
almighty Worldwide Soccer '97 already available? Here's where you find out. 
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NBA LIVE '97 
Electronic Arts finally deliver a '97 edition that actually arrives in 1997! What other novelties lie in wait in this much-delayed 
PlayStation port? Here;s where you find out. 
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DRAGOHHEART 
Continuing their tireless quest to buy the licence to every single film ever made or being made, the latest to emerge from Acclaim is 
Dragonheart. So it’s animated dragon antics ahoy! Let's go! 









SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER II 
Imagine that those pesky Street Fighters got caught up in M Bison's Cione-a-tron " booth and emerged as cutesy, super deformed paro¬ 
dies of themselves. Then imagine they found similarly squished versions of the DarkStalkers and decided to play Columns at them. 





SPACE JAM 
Acclaim's most recent basketball game has barely been out In the shops more than a few weeks when already they have another one 
lined up, this time a movie licence no less, going by the name of Space Jam. 

space Jam is the first three-on-three basketball game 
brief outline of what ymi hive to do^ *° to appear on the Saturn, though it's debatable hOW well this works. 
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RETURN FIRE_ 
We didn't even know it was coming until a few weeks ago, then all of a sudden we have a finished copy of Return Fire in our sweaty lit¬ 
tle hands. But Is It the classic it's made out to be? 





BLACK DAWN 
If you yearn for more blood spilling shoot 'em action and Soviet Strike isn't enough to quench you irrepressible thirst, then Black Dawn 
could be right up your street. Or is that mixing metaphors? 
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SEGA SATURN” tips 
Well we've moved to the London Docklands, and how lovely It Is too. Being that we are in a higher state of mind owing to the glorious 
environs, our tips pages have now doubled, showing that we really do love you. If you wish to share your love with us, then send it in 
to: Sega Tips, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle of Dogs. London, E14 9TZ. In the meantime, enjoy these incredible cheats 
including the sheep code on Manx TT plus some decent Exhumed tips that make the final boss a mockery of its true selfl 

MANX TT SUPERBIKE BUST-A-M0VE2 
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It top ipMd, you', really sUrt to IheBP your pants!! 

SOVIET STRIKE COMMAND AND CONOUER 
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Next month, European Saturn owners can finally appreciate the wonder of the stunning Fighters MegaMix. 
Chances are you'll collect the secret characters in short order... but that's just the start of your problems! 
The Training Mode doesn't reveal ANY special moves meaning you have to figure them all out. Unless you 
have YAS HUNTER'S indespensible moves lists! 
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Die Hard Trilogy 3$se 
At last, part two of our Die Hard Trilogy guide has arrived. Last month we J * rescued the hostages held at 
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IPLAYERS GUIDES 

Soviet Strike 
EA's Soviet Strike is possibly the game of moment, featuring much the same strategic shoot 'em up action as its predecessors but with 
improved graphics and gameplay to match. And it's going to sell big time. So to stem the never ending flow of letters before they even 
begin, LEE NUTTER presents for your perusal the complete SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE player's guide to the latest gripping instalment of 
the Strike series. And you thought the cold war was over. D'oh! 
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ALSO OUT HOW 
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